About the Company:
Bonanza Tours is a Destination Management Company based in UAE. Our experienced team
in the destination with over 15 years of experience in several destinations. We are providing
full ground handling services including visa support, transport services, a wide offering of
select hotel accommodations, and an exciting range of unique tours and excursions as well
as pre-decided to tailor-made packages. We also take pride in the strong relationships we
have built with key players of the global travel industry, including government and tourism
authorities. We are your reliable partner in creating exceptional destination experiences for
Groups or FIT, VIP or Business Travellers.

Our Vision
Our Vision to showcase United Arab Emirates as one of the most exciting destinations in the
world. We are inviting you to work closely with us whereby you will find it interesting and
enjoyable.

Our Mission:
1)

To provide our valued and esteemed customers with excellent services in par and
above the professional accessibility

2)

To offer tailor-made services through a highly qualified and experienced
professional staff who are:
A)

Friendly

B)

Reliable

C)

Dedicated

D)

Efficient and Effective with result oriented goals

3) To satisfy our Clientele far beyond their expectations utilizing the latest Information
Technologies and our unique Managerial Skills.

Our Services:
•

Hotel Bookings

•

Disables Traveller’s Services

•

Transfers & Limousine Services

•

Excursions

•

Roundtrip Packages

•

Golf

•

Visas

Hotels:
Whether you are on a family vacation or a business trip, Bonanza Tours provides you with
the best options for hotels suitable to your need. From carefully selected 3, 4 & 5 stars
hotels, from city conference hotels to beach resorts, we have more than 500 options to
make your stay relaxing and fulfilling. We provide you with selective hotels best in their
respective categories that will add to your perfect getaway.

Reservations:

Bonanza Tours provides the best deals and an efficient service to all our customers through
our diligent and non-tiring reservation team 24 hours a day and 365 days of the year with a
friendly disposition. Development of exclusive relationships with our suppliers which make
our team tackle any problem concerned without much effort or delay.

Disables Traveller’s Services:
UAE is one of the modern and high standard of quality for all the tourists including travellers
with disabilities, Bonanza Tours provides all the services for the disables travellers such as
suitable Hotels with guaranteed suitable rooms for each disability as well transfers and
Excursions.

Tours:
We arrange tours in the different Categories Private Tours and Seating Coach Tours These
Tours vary from round tours in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Fujairah, Ras Al Khaimah
and Umm Al Quwain.

Tailor Made packages & Tours:
Would you prefer to have your own tour? We have several options on offer to you and we
assure you that you would be more than satisfied. The facilities and the services provided
are so intense that no other company in the region can offer you. This is an extremely
exciting opportunity and a new way to experience the UAE. “See UAE like never before” by
land and by sea.

Transportation:
Bonanza Tours is always dedicated and sustains its standard by providing you with the best
vehicles with efficient, trustworthy and professionals driver’s.

Transfers:
We cater all your point to point transfers whether it is Airport transfer, a half day tour or full
day tour by luxury cars and coaches.

Limousine Services:
Limos too are available for you to surprise your partner, family or whatever in style. These
stretch Limos are there for all your requirements such as Party Transfer, Airport Transfer
and/or for your Tour.

Packages:
If you are visiting us for more than a week and wish to explore UAE as much as possible, we
have designed special packages for you that will give you enough time to relax while also
help you discover the hidden jaunts. You have the option of visiting different emirates in
UAE in our combination packages, and also the option of driving on your own should you
choose to. We will book your stay wherever you go and plan your itinerary for you. Our
packages ensure that you have an experience so exciting and fulfilling that it leaves you
asking for more.

Golf packages:
Our packages take individuals and golf groups in a new direction. They are custom-made for
golfers who want to discover both the destination and the truly unique golf experience that
the United Arab Emirates provides. The United Arab Emirates boasts a strong portfolio of
world-class courses - 15 to choose from - in Dubai (10), Abu Dhabi (3), Ajman (1) and Ras

Al Khaimah (2). With its favorable climate, beaches and unique hospitality on offer, the
United Arab Emirates has all it takes for a wonderful golfing experience.

We Add Value:
•

Time is the biggest competitor for people today and we know how to save it.

•

We tailor each booking with handpicked services with our trusted service provider’s
network.

•

We provide accurate bookings by our dedicated personnel.

